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The official weekly newsletter of BriseSage

BitgertOS is
coming!
VEFI develops a
new faucet for
Bitgert
Another Bitgert
explorer?
New NFTs by
WhaleMaker and
Miidas
Much more!

WHAT'S INSIDE THIS
ISSUE?

WEEKLY DIGEST VOL 1

Hello BriseSagers!
Welcome to the first volume of the Weekly Digest. There
are so many announcements from Bitgert and updates
from the general blockchain ecosystem that get lost
amidst all the noise on social media. 

Hence, we have come up with the BriseSage Weekly
Digest - a weekly newsletter where we will collate and
present the most vital announcements made in a
particular week, so that all the important information is at
your fingertips, in the form of snippets.

So sit back and get your weekly dose of all things Bitgert!
We would love to hear your feedback on how to improve.
So please share your comments and suggestions on our
Telegram group.



BitgertOS Is Coming!
Bitgert is developing its own
decentralized operating system,
focusing on user privacy, security,
speed, stability and accessibility.

BitgertOS will be the fastest and offer
the best security features. We expect
BitgertOS to see good adoption as this
is supported by the Bitgert BRC20
blockchain.

Bottom line? Expect upward traction
in Bitgert price due to the OS launch.

A Brand New Explorer
Blockchain explorers allow users to access
transaction details on specific wallet
addresses and blockchains, including the
amount transacted, fund sources and
destination and transaction status.

While Bitgert already has 2 explorers, it has
announced a third explorer called
ExploreBRC, where users can verify and
track transactions. 

Vefi launches
BriseFaucet
Want some free Brise tokens to test on
Test NET? VEFI has launched
BriseFaucet, a new faucet for you to
accumulate small amount of tokens that
you can use to test transactions on Test
NET.



Live: Battle Royale Demo
Gamers assemble!

3D City Metaverse's much-awaited Battle
Royale Demo is now live and available for
all gaming enthusiasts to give a spin - on
Android and PCs!

WhaleMaker's New NFTs

NFTs are the Key to enter Fund Round
#3 onwards 
These represent a value of 20.000
WMF 
 Also, they are a multiplier for their
total staked WMFs.

Whalemaker has launched Whale NFTs
which have triple utility: 

1.

2.

3.

The minting is to be held on Aug 30
through the WhaleMaker.fund website.
Don't miss this fantastic opportunity!

Miidas' Collab With Brise 

Want to burn Brise? Buy NFTs created
by Miidas in collaboration with Brise.
Folks buying this NFT will be able to
burn equivalent amount of BRISE.
Grab this NFT in 12 days.

https://whalemaker.fund/

